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Abstract
Beam interaction with background gas and walls

produces ubiquitous clouds of stray electrons that
frequently limit the performance of particle accelerator
and storage rings. Counterintuitively we obtained the
electron cloud accumulation by measuring the expelled
ions that are originated from the beam-background gas
interaction, rather than by measuring electrons that reach
the walls. The kinetic ion energy measured with a 
retarding field analyzer (RFA) maps the depressed beam
space-charge potential and provides the dynamic electron 
cloud density. Clearing electrode current measurements
give the static electron cloud background that
complements and corroborates with the RFA
measurements, providing an absolute measurement of 
electron cloud density during a 5 μs duration beam pulse
in a drift region of the magnetic transport section of the
High-Current Experiment (HCX) at LBNL.

INTRODUCTION
Particle and synchrotron radiation interaction with the

background gas and walls can produce electrons. In some
circumstances the created electrons can multiply and
accumulate, deteriorating the beam quality and coupling
with the beam to drive instabilities. This ubiquitous
outcome is known as electron cloud and can generate
electron-stimulated gas desorption, cloud-induced noise
on instrumentation, tune shifts, instabilities and heat
deposition on cryocooled components [1].

Electron Cloud Effects (ECE) were observed in the
proton storage rings at BINP [2], the intersecting storage
rings at CERN [3], the proton storage ring at LANL [4],
the relativistic heavy ion collider at BNL [5], the photon
factory at KEK [6,7], the low energy ring at KEKB [8], 
and other storage rings. They can potentially limit the
performance of the large hadron collider (LHC) at CERN,

and have been subject of and featured in various
meetings.

Quantitative measurements of electron cloud density, in
combination with simulation and theory, are fundamental
for understanding ECE. Simple biased electrodes change
the collection length and increase the energy of electron 
striking the electrodes. Previous measurements were made
only between bunches by sweeping them towards a
detector with a pulsed electrode [4, 9] or by selecting high
energy electrons when the bunch pattern emerges [10]. 

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: (a) Sketch of the transverse distribution of the
beam, showing the 60 % fill factor. (b) Faraday cup
current of the beam, showing 0.18 A during 5 μs. 

The High-Current Experiment (HCX) facility at LBNL 
is a driver scale single beam injector with a matching
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section, an electrostatic and magnetic transport section. It
provides a 1 MeV K+ ion beam every 10 seconds,
consequently it does not have synchrotron radiation and
electron multipacting; but it transports a beam current of 
0.18 A for 5 μs with a 60 % fill factor (Fig.1), therefore it
has large interaction with the background gas and walls.

Inside the matching section and electrostatic quadrupole
section the electrons are swept out by the electric field 
towards the positive rods, but inside the magnetic section 
the electrons can accumulate.

We developed two techniques, designated the “RFA
technique” and “Clearing Electrode technique”, which
provide absolute measurement of time-dependent electron
cloud density accumulation during the beam pulse [11]. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Fig. 2 shows the magnetic transport section from HCX 

that is at the background pressure of ~5x10-7 Torr. It has
four room-temperature pulsed quadrupole magnets (QM1,
QM2, QM3, and QM4) and three clearing electrodes (A,
B, and C) in the drift regions.

Electrons can be confined radially by the beam space-
charge potential of ~2 kV and axially by the suppressor
electrode (S) at one end and by the last electrostatic 
quadrupole at the other end, which are biased to -10 kV
and -18.6 kV, respectively.

Clearing electrodes A, B and C can be biased to +9 KV 
in order to remove local sources of electrons when they
drift to the gaps.

Electrons originating from ion impact on structures at
the end of HCX can move upstream if the suppressor and
clearing electrodes are turned off.

A Retarding Field Analyzer (RFA) [12] can replace the
clearing electrode A. It is an extension of the Rosenberg-
Harkay design [13] and has a linear motion feedthrough
that allows positioning the RFA at 4 cm from the beam 
axis, where the beam space-charge equipotential (obtained 
using a three-dimensional self-consistent WARP code
simulation) is near zero volt, matching the potential of
grounded analyzer box and allowing measurements of ion
and electron energy distribution.

Figure 2: Magnetic quadrupole transport section of HCX.
Electrons can be confined inside by the beam potential, if
the suppressor and last electrostatic quadrupole are biased
negatively. Local sources of electrons can be removed, if
the clearing electrodes are turned on. RFA measures ions
expelled by the beam potential, when the clearing
electrode A is taken away.

TECHNIQUES
Electrons trapped during the beam passage are expelled

at the end, when the beam potential decays. Estimation of 
electron cloud density from measurements of electron flux
to the walls is not precise, because, at the same time that
the electrons are expelled, the beam tail scrapes the wall
desorbing new generated electrons that are indiscernible
and confound measurements.

The electron accumulation was obtained by measuring
the depressed beam potential. The beam interaction with
the background gas produces ions and electrons. These
charged particles are born inside a potential well that traps
the electrons and expels the ions. The expelled ions 
convert their potential energy into kinetic energy when
they reach the walls or enter the RFA with time-of-flight
of a few hundred nanoseconds.

The maximum kinetic energy of the ions entering the
RFA corresponds to the highest potential energy of the
ions, i.e., the beam potential. As electrons accumulate, the
beam potential decreases and so does the energy of the
expelled ions [11,14].

The electron density as a function of time is obtained
from the beam potential decay measurement accounting
for the ion and electron transverse distributions.

WARP simulations show that the electron horizontal
line charge density (e-_x) and vertical line charge density
(e-_y) in Gap C at different times (2-5 μs) have round
Gaussian distribution (Fig. 3). The standard deviation  of
1.6 cm is obtained from the full width at half the
maximum (~2.335 times the standard deviation).

Figure 3: Vertical (e-_y) and horizontal (e-_x) line charge
density of electrons in gap C at different times (2 us < t< 5
us) obtained using a three-dimensional self-consistent
particle in cell WARP code.

The electron potential for a round Gaussian transverse
electron distribution is: 
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where  is the electron line density,  is the standard
deviation, and R is the beam pipe radius.
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If we substitute  = 1.6 cm and R = 4 cm and integrate
it numerically, we obtain:
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In the same way, the simulations show that the
distribution is uniform for the ions and has a fill factor of
~60%.

The electric field for a uniform beam with 60% fill 
factor can be derived from the Gauss law and integrated 
for 0 < r < R, giving the beam potential of: 
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Consequently the electron line density need to be 1.68
times the beam line density in order to induce the same
space-charge potential strength contribution.

The RFA technique obtains the dynamic electron cloud 
density by measuring the reduction of the beam potential
and multiplying it by 1.68 to take into account the 
different transverse distributions. As the ions need several
hundreds nanoseconds to be expelled, the RFA technique
cannot measure a constant background electron density
created at the beginning of the beam passage, when the 
beam potential increases.

The density measured with the RFA can be
supplemented and corroborated by clearing electrodes
measurements, giving the absolute electron density.

The clearing electrode A, which is at the same axial 
position as the RFA, measures the current of electrons
drifting to gap A. The electron line charge is obtained
dividing the electron current by the average drift velocity

( dv ) of the electrons inside the quadrupoles.
Clearing electrode measurements show that, when the

suppressor and clearing electrodes are off, electrons
produced at the end wall structures drift through each of 
the quadrupole magnets at a velocity of 0.60 + 0.11 m/μs.
This value was obtained by dividing the time that the
electrons need to reach the successive clearing electrodes
by the effective magnetic field length of the quadrupole
(~32 cm) [15] and it is in excellent agreement with the
value of 0.66 m/μs [16] predicted by the simulations.

The average drift velocity has BE  and 
contributions components. The first component is directly
proportional to the electric field. The second component is
a function of the kinetic energy of the wall-desorbed
electrons, which is proportional to the beam potential and
consequently it is proportional to the electric field.

Therefore

B

dv  is assumed directly proportional to the
electric field, which decreases with beam neutralization.

The constant background electron density created at the
beginning of the beam passage is determined by
measuring the clearing electrode A current with the
clearing electrodes B, C and the suppressor S biased and

by dividing it by dv .

BEAM DENSITY MEASUREMENTS 
Figs. 4 and 5 show an experiment that was performed

intentionally switching off the clearing electrodes B and C
between the magnets and the suppressor S at the end of
the magnetic transport section, in order to increase
sources of electrons and measure the different electron 
accumulation during the beam passage.

Fig. 4 shows the Faraday cup current (blue line),
corrected for the time of flight to the RFA axial location to 
indicate the timing of the process, using the left-hand
ordinate axis. It also shows the dynamic beam potential
decaying with time, using the right-hand ordinate axis, for 
three different conditions. For the first condition the
clearing electrodes and the suppressor are all on. The
depressed beam potential (red squares) has a similar slope
to the Faraday cup current, implying that there is no
significant beam neutralization during the beam pulse. For
the second condition the clearing electrodes are off and
the suppressor is on, which allows electrons from local
sources to accumulate, depressing the beam potential by
12% (pink triangles). For the third condition the
suppressor and the clearing electrodes are off, which also
allows electrons to drift upstream, depressing the beam
potential by 43% (green circles).

Figure 4: Faraday cup current and dynamic beam 
potential measured for three different configurations,
increasing the sources of electrons. For the first condition
(B, C, and S on), the clearing electrodes B, C and
suppressor S are on. For the second condition (B, C, off 
and S on), we allow local sources of electrons to 
accumulate by turning off the clearing electrodes B and C. 
For the third condition (B, C, and S off) we also allow 
electrons generated at the end structures to drift upstream
by turning off the suppressor S. The dashed red, pink and
green lines are placed for better visualization. 

In Fig. 5, the red and green lines denote the electron
currents measured with clearing electrode A, after 
subtracting the beam induced capacitive signal, when 
clearing electrodes B, C and the suppressor S are on and
off, respectively. The pink line is the sum of the currents
from clearing electrodes A, B and C minus the beam
induced capacitive signal, when clearing electrodes A, B, 
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C and the suppressor S are on. It corresponds to the
electron current that accumulates inside the magnetic
section when the clearing electrodes are off and the
suppressor is on.

Figure 5: Electron current from clearing el ectrode A
obtained for the same configurations of Fig. 4, after
subtracting the beam induced capacitive signal. As 

dv ~0.60 m/μs for the first configuration (clearing
electrodes B, C and suppressor S on) is known, we can 
use the depressed beam potential measured with the RFA 

to obtain dv  for the other configurations.

The beam neutralization, defined as the ratio of electron 
line charge density divided by ion line charge density,
obtained for the clearing electrode and RFA techniques
are in good agreement and are summarized in the table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of the beam neutralization measured
in gap A using the clearing electrode and RFA techniques.
Beam
neutralization

B, C and 
S on 

B, C off
and S on

B, C and
S off

Clear. Electrodes 7.3 % 25.2 % 89.2 % 
RFA 7.3 % 27.5 % 79.5 % 

When the clearing electrodes are initially on and they
are turned off sequentially (C, B and A), the current
measured in the last active clearing electrode is the same,
meaning that the beam neutralization of gaps A, B and C,
Fig. 2, will be the same after a while if the clearing
electrodes and suppressor are off. The RFA technique is
in excellent agreement with the beam neutralization of
80.7% in gap C obtained with simulation.

Another alternative analysis of clearing electrode data
is obtained from Fig. 5. As we said before, when the
clearing electrodes B, C are off and the suppressor S is on, 
the whole magnetic transport section will work as an 
electron trap. If we integrate the pink line over the beam
duration and divide it by the distance between last
electrostatic quadrupole and the suppressor, it gives a
beam neutralization of 27.2 % and is in excellent
agreement with the Table 1 results.

CONCLUSIONS
Rather than estimating electron cloud density by the

flux of electrons to the walls, we estimate the dynamic
density by probing the depressed beam potential,
measuring the energy of the expelled ions from the
interaction of the beam with the background gas, and
correcting it for the different electron and ion transverse
distribution. The dynamic density is complemented and
corroborated by measurements from the Clearing
Electrode technique, giving an absolute density.

Sources of electrons are intentionally added in the
magnetic transport section of the HCX by turning off the
clearing electrodes B and C, and suppressor S. Table 1
summarizes the results obtained with the RFA and 
Clearing Electrode techniques, which are in reasonable
agreement. As a future work, we are planning to use an 
electron gun to inject a known amount of electrons to
crosscheck the neutralization obtained with our new
techniques. We are also developing a new diagnostic that 
is weakly capacitively coupled with the beam and can 
obtain the beam neutralization in a single shot.
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